2018 Scholarship Recipients

Alabama
Alexander Adolf, Auburn University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Sarah Carrico, Auburn University - Holt Rast Memorial Scholarship
Briego Donahue, Auburn University - Henry Boh Memorial Scholarship
Jarrett Jackson, Auburn University - Gerald Williams Memorial Construction Scholarship
Drew Ostenson, Auburn University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Jack Rowan, Auburn University - Humphrey Folk Scholarship
Matthew Walker, Auburn University - Catherine Boh Memorial Scholarship

Arkansas
Joshua Earl, University of Arkansas - AGC Build America Scholarship
Blake Edlin, John Brown University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Brett Heidelberg, John Brown University - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Noah Hubert, John Brown University - AGC of Tennessee Scholarship

Arizona
Michael Headley, Northern Arizona University - Vernie and Flora Lindstrom Scholarship
Cole Maurer, Arizona State University - The Arizona Chapter Scholarship
Jay Nguyen, Arizona State University - Larry and Beatrice Ching Memorial Scholarship
Jordyn Osborn, Northern Arizona University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Hannah Patterson, Arizona State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Margo Saucedo, Arizona State University - Barry and Joan Paceley Scholarship

California
Pablo Cabrera-Arreola, California State University, Fresno - J.T. Folk, Jr. Scholarship
Derek Emerson, California State University, Chico - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Miles Emerson, California State University, Chico - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Kaitlyn Fisher, California Polytechnic State University - Douglas and Nancy Barnhart CM Scholarship
Arlene Hartoonian, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Jeffrey Meier, California State University, Sacramento - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Manuel Oregel, California State University, Chico - Willis Towers Watson Diversity Scholarship
Christian Rhodes, California State University, Fullerton - Alliant Scholarship
Everett Roberts, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo - AGC Build America Scholarship
Gabriel Woodson, California State University, Chico - William S. and Shirley C. McIntyre Scholarship
Parisa Nikkhoo, Stanford University – Heffner Graduate Award

Colorado
Andreu Cotto, Colorado State University - Flood and Peterson Scholarship
Melanie Eoff, Colorado State University - Andrea and Eric Wilson Scholarship
Nicholas Fuller, University of Colorado, Boulder – Heffner Graduate Award
Matthew Sears, University of Colorado, Boulder – Heffner Graduate Award
Kelly Sheeran, University of Colorado, Boulder – Heffner Graduate Award
Katherine Welfare, University of Colorado, Boulder – Heffner Graduate Award

Washington D.C.
Corey Katzmann, The Catholic University of America - AGC Build America Scholarship

Georgia
Olagoke Olagbegi, Kennesaw State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
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**Georgia Continued**
Spencer Pursley, Georgia Tech Heffner Graduate Award

**Iowa**
Logan Angstead, Iowa State University - The Jackson Family Scholarship
Grace Gundlach, Iowa State University - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Garret Jensen, Iowa State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Michael Steege, Iowa State University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship

**Idaho**
Brad Gerratt, Brigham Young University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Kyle Hamblin, Brigham Young University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship

**Indiana**
Gavin Scroggin, Indiana State University - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Tyler Payne, Ball State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Michale DeLong, Ball State University - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Amanda Ellsworth, Indiana State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Damian Hamielec, Purdue University - Robert B. Evans Memorial Scholarship
Erin McCreary, Purdue University - Robert and D'Arcy Elsperman Scholarship
John Miller, Purdue University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship
Max Secrest, Indiana State University - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship

**Illinois**
Daniel Guajardo, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville - Richard D. Lawrence Memorial Scholarship
Brittney Koter, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville - The Robert Conley Scholarship

Thomas Massey, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville - Byron and Janice Farrell Scholarship

**Kansas**
Drew Deters, Kansas State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Darriane Eastep, Kansas State University - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Aaron Elliott, Pittsburg State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Trenton Flagler, Kansas State University - Board of Certified Safety Professionals Scholarship
Owen Haaker, Kansas State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Kassidy Lemons, Pittsburg State University - Board of Certified Safety Professionals Scholarship
Conner Roberts, Pittsburg State University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship
Dalton Schnoor, Pittsburg State University - Service and Supply Contractors' Scholarship

**Kentucky**
Dalton Arms, Murray State University - AGC of Tennessee Scholarship
Emery Ginger, Murray State University - William Kressenberg Memorial Scholarship
Lars Griggs, Murray State University - Gerald Williams Memorial Construction Scholarship
Richard Hagedorn, Murray State University - Gerald Williams Memorial Construction Scholarship
Aaron Martin, Murray State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship

**Louisiana**
Jebadiah Kraft, Louisiana Tech University - Louisiana Contractors Educational Trust Fund Scholarship
Devon Mesman, Louisiana State University - Henry Boh Memorial Scholarship
Nicholas Hardy, Louisiana State University - Heffner Graduate Award
John Kraft IV, Louisiana Tech University - Heffner Graduate Award
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Massachusetts
Michael Iascone, Wentworth Institute of Technology - Bud and Mary Madigan Scholarship
Sabrina Napoli, Worcester Polytechnic Institute - Alliant Scholarship
Henry Neely, Wentworth Institute of Technology - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship
William Peters, Wentworth Institute of Technology - Bud and Mary Madigan Scholarship
Alexia Ralphs, Wentworth Institute of Technology - Paul and Adrienne Stella Scholarship

Maryland
Oswaldo Campitelli, Morgan State University - Rick Brown Memorial Scholarship
Danielle Karpa, University of Maryland - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Kaelin Keyes-Moten, Morgan State University - Willis Towers Watson Diversity Scholarship

Maine
James Hannigan, University of Maine - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Christopher Schena, University of Maine - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Alyx Schrecengost, University of Maine - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship

Michigan
Haider Al-Hussain, Eastern Michigan University - Grant Thornton CM Scholarship
Ricky Azelton, Eastern Michigan University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship
Caleb Mitchum, Michigan State University - Ralph E. Dailey Scholarship
Nicholas Quinn, Northern Michigan University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Steven Sinn, Eastern Michigan University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship
Taylor Swanson, Ferris State University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship
Dylan Yore, Ferris State University - Tom F. and Mary K. Steele Scholarship

Minnesota
Logan Kisgen, Minnesota State University, Moorhead - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Gretchen Olson, Minnesota State University, Moorhead - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship

Missouri
Andrew Spencer, Missouri State University - Robert D. Siess Scholarship
John Stob, State Technical College of Missouri - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship
Nick Turner, Missouri State University - William E. Herzog Scholarship

Mississippi
Hunter Bullock, Mississippi State University - Governor Kirk Fordice Memorial Scholarship
Tori Thompson, Mississippi State University - Alliant Scholarship

Montana
Cody Wiers, Montana Tech of the University of Montana - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship

North Carolina
Joseph Ward, East Carolina University - Carolinas AGC L. Bradford Barringer Scholarship

North Dakota
Nicholas Jensen, North Dakota State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Zachary Syverson, North Dakota State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship

Nebraska
Ruth Edgar, University of Nebraska, Lincoln - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Caleb Norton, University of Nebraska, Lincoln - Humphrey Folk Scholarship
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**New Jersey**
Florencia Medina, Pratt Institute - Alliant Scholarship

**New Mexico**
Brianna Carabajal, University of New Mexico - B.B. and Betty Ellen Armstrong Scholarship
Ryan Burkett, New Mexico State university - Heffner Graduate Award

**Nevada**
Jerry King, University of Nevada - Tom F. and Mary Kay Steele Scholarship

**New York**
Danielle Ali, New York City College of Technology - Larry and Beatrice Ching Memorial Scholarship
Timothy Bishop, State University of New York at Delhi - Paul B. Richards Memorial Scholarship
Victor Camacho, Pratt Institute - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship
Abigail Campbell, SUNY Alfred State College of Technology - Paul B. Richards Memorial Scholarship
Sarah Gambino, SUNY Alfred State College of Technology - Alliant Scholarship
Troy Gates, State University of New York at Delhi - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Douglas Horbachewski, SUNY Alfred State College of Technology - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Kenneth Jean, Alfred State College - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship

**Ohio**
Brandon Huffman, University Of Cincinnati - Kokosing Construction Scholarship
Quentin Pruneau, Ohio State University - Willis Towers Watson Diversity Scholarship

**Oklahoma**
Donald Blair III, Oklahoma State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Zachary McManaman, University of Oklahoma - Haskell Lemon Scholarship
Heather Rouba, University of Central Oklahoma - Heffner Graduate Award

**Oregon**
Christopher Roach, Oregon State University - Consulting Constructors' Council Scholarship
Niklas Tostar, Oregon State University - The Connie and Lee Kearney Scholarship

**Pennsylvania**
Gabriel Bamforth, Carnegie Mellon University - J.T. Folk, Jr. Scholarship
Sydney Nye, Pennsylvania State University, Harrisburg - Karen and Scott Holloway Scholarship
Matthew Good, Drexel University - Heffner Graduate Award
Jaclyn Raciti, Villanova University - Heffner Graduate Award

**Rhode Island**
Lauren Donovan, Roger Williams University - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship
Joseph Ficaro, Roger Williams University - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Lauren Glancy, Roger Williams University - P.C. Construction Scholarship
Matthew Kasoff, Roger Williams University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Nicholas Morrison, Roger Williams University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship

**South Carolina**
Michael Eargle, Clemson University - Carolinas AGC William B. Gillam Honorary Scholarship
Anders Ike, Clemson University - Mashburn Construction Scholarship
Derek Ryan, Clemson University - Sam and Ann Hunter Scholarship

**South Dakota**
Christopher Gullickson, South Dakota State University - Board of Certified Safety Professionals Scholarship
Olivia Kragt, South Dakota State University - AGC Build America Scholarship
Lexi Weisbeck, South Dakota State University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship

---
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**Tennessee**
William Boyle, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga - AGC of Tennessee Scholarship
Austin Fingerle, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga - Burleson Construction Company Scholarship

**Texas**
Christina Amundson, Texas State University - G. E. Byrne Memorial Scholarship
Issachar Beechner, Texas A&M University - Billy R. Carter Memorial Scholarship
Lucas Black, Texas A&M University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship
Christopher Blair, Texas A&M University, Commerce - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship
Cody Casey, Texas A&M University - Bartlett Cocke Scholarship
Jose Flores, University of Texas, San Antonio - Board of Certified Safety Professionals Scholarship
Jacob Flores, University of North Texas - William H. Ratz Memorial Scholarship
Ruth Flores, University of Houston - Willis Towers Watson Diversity Scholarship
Cameron Gros, University of Houston - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Alyssa Ornelas, Texas A&M University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship
Cameron Gros, Texas A&M University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship

**Virginia**
Katherine Bouchard, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Robert and Rita DesJardins Scholarship
Edward Micka, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Construction Leadership Council Scholarship
Timothy Reynolds, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Consulting

**Washington**
Constructors’ Council Scholarship
Matthew Hill, Washington State University - Doug and Puddie Pitcock Scholarship
Ty Johnston, Central Washington University - James D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Riley O’Keefe, Washington State University - Construction Accident Victims Educational Scholarship
Kenneth Reeck, Washington State University - Stanley F. Pepper Scholarship
Payton Summers, Washington State University - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship

**Wisconsin**
Jarod Barenklau, University of Wisconsin, Stout - Constructor Scholarship
Mikayla Bartlett, University of Wisconsin, Stout - Lynn E. LeGault Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joseph Batcher, Milwaukee School of Engineering - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Jacob Bauer, University of Wisconsin, Platteville - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Bryce Chrudimsky, University of Wisconsin, Stout - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Sam LeRoy, University of Wisconsin, Platteville - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Adam Masters, University of Wisconsin, Platteville - AON/Wisconsin AGC Steve Engelke Scholarship
Hunter Ring, Milwaukee School of Engineering - Fred and Elaine Mast Scholarship

**Utah**
Spencer Smith, Brigham Young University - Tom F. and Mary Kay Steele Scholarship
Weston Sorensen, Utah Valley University - Constructor Scholarship
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**Wisconsin Continued**
Brodrick Slaugenhoup, University of Wisconsin, Stout
- AGC of Wisconsin Municipal Utilities Industry Advancement Program Scholarship
Reid Somers, University of Wisconsin, Stout - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship
Trevor Symbal, Milwaukee School of Engineering - Fred and Elaine Mast Scholarship

**West Virginia**
John Burlin, West Virginia University - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper Scholarship

* Graduate students are listed in red